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Monday, January 14 

 

YOGA, MINDFULNESS AND MORNING MEETING 

Ms. Lorelei 

All 

Welcome back!!!  It has been so long!  We reviewed our safety promises, safekeeper 

ritual, and wished well a student who wasn’t there.  We played a game where each 

student acted out something they did over the break and we tried to guess.  We did a 

yoga flow using our Yoga Bug book. 

LITERACY 

Ms. Lorelei 

We learned a new poem about rain that never once used the word rain!  It described the 

sounds that rain made instead!  The students guessed right away what the poem was 

about.  Next, we dove into learning the new center options.  The students realized there 

was a slide in our playspace and wanted to try it out!  We discussed some ways to be safe 

on the slide, and the students created the rules.  Each child took a turn before choosing a 

center.  Finally students cleaned up and wrote to tell about what they like to play. 

MATH 

Ms. Lorelei 

The students were challenged to determine which flower pot of three held the most dirt. 

Students had their guesses, but we went outside to check with real dirt.  They realized 

that filling up the flower pots did not show which held more, so we figured out that 

pouring from one pot to the other to see if there would be overflow helped!  We learned 

that the shorter, square pot held the most because it was the most wide.  The students 

journaled their findings and shared with each other how they chose to represent their 

findings.  One student represented which one of the three held the most by using checks 

and X-marks.  After he shared, other students added checks and X-marks to their own 

works!   

PBL 

Ms. Lorelei 

Ms. Mikael stopped by and shared with us her knowledge about the flowers we are 

sampling for our garden!  We had six different types of flowers, all very different in 

color, shape and size.  We explored the flowers, asking Ms. Mikael questions before the 

 



students were tasked with creating a garden layout using only two of the flowers they 

thought were the best so far.  We will test out our flowers in the yard for the next couple 

of weeks before deciding which ones to buy more of and have in our garden bed. 

ART ATELIER 

Ms. Natalia 

We will be using our senses in our schoolyard while reading this story. We will be using 
crayons and pencils to depict what we are observing. We will make an Earth Poem on Friday. 
Shadow Tree drawing, Partner drawing. We analyzed how the sun creates a shadow on 
everything. We observed the shadow on the ground and layed down large sheets of paper to 
find patterns and shapes. The students also stood on this paper and noticed what their bodies 
looked like after being traced.  

ENTOMOLOGY 

Ms. Denise (sub for Amanda Rose) 

Today we asked questions and learned facts about the visual variety of butterflies. We 

looked at several examples and practiced sketching our favorites. We also gesso-painted 

canvases for our bug-art activity next week! 

NATURE STORY & PLAY 

Ms. Natalia 

Taste: Water- what does it do? What does rain do? The students focused on water and 
everything that it provides for us. On the monday portion of their booklet they drew anything that 
had to do with water. Their illustrations focused on the key topics that we addressed such as 
how it keeps all of life alive (mammals and plants alike) , it being a home for many different 
species, and also being a carrier for helping to spread seeds. Rain etc. Some students even 
illustrated that we can use water as a mode of transportation. 

 

   

 



Tuesday, January 15 

 

YOGA, MINDFULNESS AND MORNING MEETING 

Ms. Lorelei 

All 

The students led their own safety promises, safekeeper rituals, and wish wells. Then we 

read a short book about finding quiet when the world around us seems to loud to think. 

The students practiced finding quiet and sharing what they thought about in the quiet 

space.  They practiced the flow from Yoga Bug to start their day. 

LITERACY 

Ms. Lorelei 

We reviewed our poem about rain, and students took turns pointing to the words.  We 

searched for the letter s in the poem by shouting S! when we spotted one in the poem. 

We read the first half of The Storm Book, a very descriptive tale that alternates between 

words and illustrations rather than having them occupy the same space.  The students 

found that exciting and interesting!  Then the student selected literacy centers while I 

pulled groups to work on phonemic awareness and guided reading practice. 

MATH 

Ms. Lorelei 

We have been exploring all kinds of measurement.  The students were challenged to 

determine which raised flower bed could hold the most dirt and flowers--rather, which 

had the most space.  Since students weren’t able to calculate area quite yet, they 

determined that they were able to measure the perimeter of each to discover which was 

bigger.  They measured using wooden blocks of the same size.  

PBL 

Ms. Lorelei 

We explored our six flower choices closer, painting or drawing the different kinds, 

observing with magnifying glasses and charting in our observation guide how are 

flowers are fairing outside in our yard.  We looked at the flowers, leaves, and for the 

presence of bugs. 

ART ATELIER 

Ms. Natalia 

 



Portrait of children glues on small black squares These self portraits will be made with texture 
and different materials available in materials closet. We imagined what we looked like in our 
heads and also used a picture or mirror as a reference. We talked about how the face is 
symmetrical and ways to plot out different facial features.  

ENTOMOLOGY 

Ms. Amanda Rose 

Today, we continued learning about the anatomy of moths and butterflies by trying out 

proboscis! We each grabbed a noise maker and demoed how they use these curling 

“tounges” to drink nectar from flowers. We also played a game where moths had to try to 

pollinate a flower without getting caught by a light trap! 

NATURE STORY & PLAY 

Ms. Natalia 

Feel: Sun- Why is it important?/ Dirt- what lives in the dirt, what does it provide? The students 
discussed the importance of the sun and how it provides life to everything here on earth. We 
noticed the warm sensations and cold sensations when it is hidden by shadows. The students 
played a game involving shadows after we made illustrations in our book with a drawing related 
to the sun.  

   

 



Wednesday, January 16 

YOGA, MINDFULNESS AND MORNING MEETING 

Ms. Lorelei 

All 

The students learned the new class jobs available for them and they “applied” for 

different jobs.  The class then voted on who would serve the role if more than one 

student applied.  Then the students tried them out!  One student greeted the others as 

they entered the back classroom, one student determined who was present or absent and 

lead the wish well, one student lead the safety promises, and another asked each student 

if they were willing to keep us safe today.  They took such ownership of their roles!  We 

did some yoga after to prepare our bodies for the day! 

LITERACY 

Ms. Lorelei 

After practicing our poem about the sounds that rain makes, we read a story called Rain 

Talk about the same topic!  We heard all the ways rain “talks!”  The students had fun 

exploring different onomatopeias. The students explored literacy centers while I worked 

with a group matching and identifying letters, and lead some students in guided reading. 

Then we all wrote in our journals. 

MATH 

Ms. Lorelei 

Students explored the challenge: Carson’s bucket is full.  It holds five cups of beans.  Zander’s bucket can hold eight 

cups of beans.  If Carson pours his beans into Zander’s bucket, how many more cups of beans will they need to fill it? The 

students explored this with using different materials to represent the cups of beans. 

With extra time, students explored different math centers. 

PBL 

Ms. Lorelei 

The students had difficulty visualizing a layout for a garden, so today we made movable 

materials to represent different flowers.  We used them to create patterns that could be 

our garden layout.  The students worked hard to color, cut, move around and glue.  We 

also observed our flowers for any changes.  Some flowers are really starting to droop! 

ART ATELIER 

Ms. Natalia 

The students did bark imprints with paper and crayons. We talke about how to use a crayon and 

 



paper to make an imprint and then used our school yard to find different types of bark to get 
imprints of. We noticed the many different types of textures and wondered what makes each 
imprint different from the other.  We put our illustrations in an accordian style book, and I went 
ahead to explain what type of book this is, its function and why it is called accoridan.  

ENTOMOLOGY 

Ms. Amanda Rose 

Today, we read the Hungry Hungry Caterpillar and discussed what caterpillars REALLY 

eat! We talked about host plants and how picky baby butterflies are. We then went to the 

backyard to ID these plants and met a Cerocopia moth caterpillar! 

NATURE STORY & PLAY 

Ms. Natalia 

In Nature Story and play we read our story all the way up to the par twhere it talks about the 
Earth and dirt. The students discussed how we are standing on the very outermost layer of the 
earth and we also wondered about the many different layers underneath us. We discussed how 
the dirt is where we grow our food to provide nourishment for us and some students when on to 
explain how animals live inside the dirt as well. We talked about how Florida is mainly sand 
because it was once covered by the ocean. The students used their breath to blow the dirt 
around and uncover what is under our first layer of mulch in the school yard,  

 

   

 



Thursday, January 17 

YOGA, MINDFULNESS AND MORNING MEETING 

Ms. Lorelei 

All 

Today was the first day the students had to complete their jobs independently.  They 

were great!  We talked about our day and some students shared any “news” occurring in 

their lives they wished to record.  We pulled yoga cards to create a special flow. 

LITERACY 

Ms. Lorelei 

We practiced our poem and sequenced the lines of the poem using sentence strips. 

Students selected literacy centers while I worked with one group rereading a familiar 

text and isolating specific words and another group on building word family words. 

MATH 

Ms. Lorelei 

We read Inch by Inch about an inch worm who measures parts of birds (to avoid being 

eaten!).  We explored what an inch looks like and used real rulers to learn how to 

measure an inch.  What was an inch in our classroom?  More than?  Less? 

PLANT BASED COOKING 

Ms. Bridget (Substitute: Salsa Kris) 

Today we had a wonderful snack called ants on a log using celery coated in sunflower 

seed butter topped with raisins. All of the kids enjoyed this messy activity. While creating 

our snack we talked about the word “Cultivate”, and explored facts about sunflower 

seeds and their benefits. What really stuck with the kids was the sunflower seeds ability 

to promote bone health. 

ART ATELIER 

Ms. Natalia 

Today we made fish kites out of the following materials: tissue paper, copy paper, string and 
sticks. The students glued fish scales on three different rows, drew in eyes, attached tails and 
then strung string through their kite to complete their 3d fish kite! 

CAPOEIRA  

Ms. Jessica 

 



GARDENING 

Ms. Mikael 

Today we talked about the importance of implementing animals into our garden. We 

visited the chickens and the rabbits and talked about how they each hold a unique niche 

that benefits the health of our garden and can make it more sustainable. We also spruced 

up or cleaned up some of our older on-going projects before break. 

NATURE STORY & PLAY 

Ms. Natalia 

In nature story and play we talked about wind and which one of our senses can recognize it. 
The students listened to the leaves rustling and noticed them moving. They also felt it on their 
skin. They drew illustrations in their earth book to show what the wind means to them. 
Afterwards they tested out their fish kites in the yard understanding how this unique structure 
works in the wind. 

 

   

 



Friday, January 18 

YOGA, MINDFULNESS AND MORNING MEETING 

Ms. Lorelei 

All 

The students completed their jobs and we used Yoga Bug for our flow.  We celebrated 

different great things in our lives with special instruments! 

LITERACY 

Ms. Lorelei 

We did a shared writing experience writing a morning message letter.  The students 

planned what they letter should say, and we read it together.  THe students picked 

literacy centers while I worked with some students sorting objects by initial sounds and 

another group with writing and spelling word family words.  Then all of the student 

journaled. 

MATH 

Ms. Lorelei 

We started by measuring our PBL project plants with rulers!  Then we shifted gears and 

explored surface area.  Students drew different shapes and explored how many objects 

they could fit into the shapes.  We made predictions and counted. 

PLANT BASED COOKING 

Ms. Bridget (Substitute: Salsa Kris) 

Today in PBC we created a cookie dough using Oats, sunflower seed butter, agave, 

coconut, and raisins. This activity was delicious, and we ate tons! While getting our clean 

hands dirty with sticky food we discussed the benefits of Oats, and its ability to reduce 

heart disease. 

ART ATELIER 

Ms. Natalia 

We made see through leaf book marks. We used a hole puncher to make all natural confetti, 
scrunched up leaves and used our favorite leaves to create a bookmark that we could see 
tgrough. The students cut out a frame and we used tape on each side to construct this book 
mark.  

CAPOEIRA  

 



Ms. Jessica 

GARDENING 

Ms. Mikael 

Today we continued our conversation of helpful garden animals and searched around up 

in the leaves and down into the soil to see if we could find more helpful animals. 

 

NATURE STORY & PLAY 

Ms. Natalia 

For the final day of Nature Story and play we talked about how we can see the night, sky, moon 
and all of the animals that are alive. We talked about how important they all are and how they 
are apart of our home. We made a final poem at the end of our story and did some cloud 
gazing. Noticing the clouds passing by. 

 

 


